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in the oral transmission of the story of bantongs, the kabaon people lived in the
land of bantongs. the kabaons were the first to make pottery, and were the first to
make the seeds of the bananas. also, they were the first to plant rice. baltog was

accompanied on his trip to the jungle by the giant hiyong and his small allies,
mangabat, muday, kasabat, and asog. but before the expedition, baltog visited his
friend the giant panicuason and his clan, who had earlier been converted by hiyong

from a tribe of wild beasts into the first filipinos. when the heroes arrived in the
jungle, they had to fight off many ferocious creatures. told by the ancient wise man
sangkawin that they must not go beyond a certain point, baltog and his followers
carefully walked their way through the thick forest. it was not until balong's reign

that the first leader on ibalong, the mighty warrior-hero who will become the
national hero, took his place and named his tribe, the baktong. his progeny will also
become the first bikolano dynasty. balong was a great hunter and his bow was the
best ever made, that of jarun. the tribes of the ibalong came to the rule of balong,
including his son handyong, to whom the tribe of bikol owes its existence. balong,

handyong, and baktong were all descended from the same father. balong was
succeeded by his son handyong. balong's royal sons were born in the bikol lands on

the southern coast of ibalong, that of dakidag
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the bikol people believe that the epic was written several centuries ago in the
dialect of aslano, an ancient language that was spoken in the region. they also

believe that the epic is the "lost" epic of the bikol people and that it is not based on
an actual historical event or figures in ancient times. but in all honesty, the ibalong

is mostly just a work of an idealistic romantic imagination. there's no historical
evidence to support its existence as a real historical epic. but the epic does indeed

have a lot of narrative patterns that are found in other epic, including the ramayana
and mahabharta. it was likely composed by a single individual, however, who may

have written more of the epic at a later date. until very recently, it has been
thought that the ibalong began to circulate in the philippines during the time of the
spanish colonization of the islands in the early 16th century. the book ibalong, on

the history of the epic, suggests that the epic originated from the late 16th century.
the history of the epic is traced from the time of the legendary aslon and the first
filipino kings until modern times. the authors suggest that the epic was composed
from oral tradition of the native igorots and the tagalog-speaking people who used
to rule the area of what is now known as the bikol region. they also assert that the

epic was first written in the aslon dialect of the bikol people, but was later
converted into the tagalog language. the book also notes that the version was
eventually rewritten in the tagalog, before the conversion into written form.
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